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MEDIA RELEASE
October 15, 1987

SECOND WIND READING SERIES
BENEFITS WRITERS, LISTENERS
MISSOULA —
Montana wordsmiths can have their words and read them too in
the continuing Second Wind Reading Series.
A weekly literary forum arranged by University of Montana
creative writing students, Second Wind stages the writer as
reader and the would-be readers as listeners, benefiting both.
"Writing is a terribly lonely occupation," says Patricia
Goedicke, a poet and associate professor of English at UM.
"Writers write to influence, to inspire, so i t ’s wonderful to see
what kind of influence the writing has on people."
Writers, especially student writers who d o n ’t get paid for
their work, need the satisfaction that comes with having an
audience, Goedicke says.

The audience, in turn, is exposed to

and perhaps enlightened from new writers or established writers'
new works, she adds.
Goedicke will read her poetry, including selections from her
new book, "Listen, Love," Sunday, Oct.18 at the Chimney Corner.
Leonard Wallace Robinson, her husband and former managing editor
of Esquire as well as a past reporter and writer for The New
Yorker, will join Goedicke in reading his poetry and prose.
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"You write to be heard/' Goedicke says.

"Especially in

poetry but in good prose, too, it's written for the ear as well
as the eye."
Authors James Welch, Bill Kittredge, James Crumley and other
Montana writers have read their works in past readings.

The

reading series also features student writers who, Second Wind co
coordinator Michael Darcher says, are considered egually
important.
"It's the only forum for student writers," the series’ other
co-coordinator and poet Deborah O'Harra says.

"Part of being a

successful poet is being able to read your poem.

It's not

something that's just on the page; you should know how to deliver
it.
"Poetry readings are becoming an event.
go to.

It's the thing to

It's the place for writers to be heard."

Although many of the scheduled readers are graduate students
in fine arts specializing in fiction or poetry writing, the
readings are not limited to those student writers, O'Harra says.
Second Wind Reading Series, a regular event since 1984 at
various off-campus locations, are free and open to the public.
All Second Wind readings are scheduled on Sundays from 7 to 9
p.m. at the Chimney Corner, 540 Daly Ave.
Greg Pape, associate professor of English, and Jocelyn
Siler, director of the Basic Composition Program at UM, were the
featured writers Oct. 4, the series'
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first reading of the year.
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In addition to Goedicke and Robinson reading this Sunday, the
following writers are scheduled to read their work this quarter
Oct. 25 - Virginia Nord and Mark Medvetz
Nov. 1 - Jim Pitzen and Mike Umphrey
Nov. 8 - Kate Gadbow and Caroline Haefele
Nov. 15 - Tim Laskowski and Shelley Freese
Nov. 22 - Jennifer Hiebert and Paul Hoornbeek.
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